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“I Laughed So Hard I Peed My Pants!”—A Woman’s Essential Guide for Improved Bladder Control

Kelli Berzuk

In just over 200 pages, *I Laughed So Hard I Peed My Pants* is delightfully comprehensive. Berzuk leaves no stone unturned when it comes to physiotherapy for incontinence. In her down-to-earth manner, for example, she addresses the sexual function of the pelvic floor. She even discusses incontinence during sexual activity, a common problem that women usually suffer in silence. Many women will breathe a sigh of relief to learn about resolving such issues.

The author devotes six chapters to pelvic floor muscle retraining. This might seem excessive, but it is not. One key point is provided in each chapter. Wisely, the author begins with “Why Exercise a Muscle?” Many people mistakenly believe that if they walk regularly or stop and start their flow of urine when voiding, these routines will be enough to maintain a strong pelvic floor. The author explains the benefits of doing specific, graded exercises for the pelvic floor.

It is a challenging task to teach pelvic floor exercises from a book. The author does an admirable job, offering many suggestions to assist the reader in locating her own pelvic floor. From the knowledge we have to date, there is little information to establish protocols for pelvic floor retraining. The author encourages the reader to isolate the pelvic floor, minimizing any lower abdominal activity. I think this is prudent in teaching the technique from a book. Often novices mistakenly substitute the lower abdominal muscles for the pelvic floor. When working one to one with a patient, it is possible to teach them to use the lower abdominal muscles to enhance their pelvic floor contraction. But this is best taught in the clinic.

Chapter 12, “Proper Pelvic Floor Exercises,” includes a diary to record and encourage consistency in doing the exercises. The author recognizes the challenges that patients face in doing these exercises. To help, she suggests a “Red Dot” program. By placing red dots on a wristwatch or computer, the client is reminded to do a set of exercises (which take just over 1 minute) each time she sees the dot. You know this author has experience when she suggests changing the location of the dots every 2 weeks to avoid adaptation! In addition to learning how to exercise the pelvic floor, the reader is taught how to progress the exercises, how to use the muscles functionally, and how to retrain related accessory muscles.
It is clear that the author appreciates the challenges of motivating clients when it comes to adding new exercises to their daily routine. To ensure the greatest success, she always explains not just “how” but also “why.” She ensures that the reader understands the reasons for her suggestions and the expected outcomes. The reader is advised to appreciate small improvements in bladder control. This is so important with pelvic floor retraining. By taking stock of seemingly minor but positive changes, motivation continues, and success is more likely.

This book does a remarkable job of promoting physiotherapy in women’s health. The author suggests seeking help from a physiotherapist with postgraduate training in pelvic floor dysfunction if the reader is unsure about how to do the pelvic floor exercises. She provides information on resources to locate a physiotherapist with this interest and expertise and prepares readers regarding what to expect when they visit a physiotherapist for their problem with incontinence. She does our profession a service by promoting our scope of practice.

Berzuk’s empathy for her readers is obvious throughout. She understands what it is like to live with incontinence, and she appreciates the challenges involved in regaining bladder control. Readers will feel that the author is sitting beside them through every chapter. She informs and encourages with respect and a positive attitude.

Many women believe that they just have to live with leaking urine. If you, as a physiotherapist, place a copy of *I Laughed So Hard I Peed My Pants* in your waiting room, you might provide someone with the tools to begin resolving her incontinence. And when the book arrives, take a look at it yourself. There are so many simple ways in which a physiotherapist or other health care provider can help a person with incontinence. Just having the book in your office will assist your clients in broaching the subject. As the author states in Chapter 1, “It is time to take control over your bladder.”
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